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Standard and Supporting
Standards

Lessons and

The box Determining a Unit’s
Focus Standard provides a few
suggestions about the
types of units that might be
best suited to different standards.
Keep in mind that
many of the exemplar units
could also work for other standards;
it’s all about what
you want to emphasize.

3

Determ ining a Unit’s Focus
Standard

R3: Story elements: Text components:
This would be a good standard
to choose
when the unit focuses on a particular
time in history (the setting or
context). It
would also work well when texts
in a unit emphasize character
traits or character
development. Or it could work
well when the unit contains texts
that contain lots
of action or steps, showing how
elements work together.
Examples: A unit on the Holocaust,
a unit on characters or people
who
change
R4: Word choice: This would
be a good standard when your
unit is focused on an
author study or when you have
a unit that is heavily based on
informational text
with many new content words
and concepts. It could also be
a good standard for
a unit on poetry.
Examples: A unit on Cynthia
Rylant, a unit on poems about
winter, a unit on
geology

R6: Author’s purpose or point
of view: This would be a good
standard when a
unit contains texts written from
a first person perspective or
when the point of
view is very clear (such as an
informational unit that presents
different sides of an
issue). It would also be good
for a literary unit when there
are multiple speakers
each telling the story from his
or her point of view. Additionally,
this standard
could work well when your unit
contains texts that all approach
a topic differently:
What is each author’s purpose?
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Design Your
Own Unit Cur
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When you design
your own units,
the Unit Curricu
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you time. The rest
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Unit Curriculum
Map for Stud
ying

Inquiry question

: ________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
______
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
Unit Preview
Kickoff Lesson

TEXT

Plan for units of approximately ﬁve weeks
using a Unit Curriculum Map

Most basic
text

This text
should build
on text no. 1

5

Questions to Link an Introductory
Short Text to a Unit of Study

70

multiple speakers?

4

23

Is the page layout complex?
Are there flashbacks or
parallel stories? Are there

Structure

Determine your reading
focus standard

R5: Genre and structure: This
would be a good standard for
a genre study or
when all texts in a unit adhere
to a particular structure (like
problem/solution)
or when you want students to
look at text structures comparatively
(what is the
structure of Text A as compared
to Text B?).
Examples: A unit on historical
fiction, a unit on free verse poetry,
a unit on
justice and equality with information
presented in various formats

LEAD
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Are the sentences long?

Language

R2: Theme/Main idea: This would
be a good standard to choose
when your texts
in a unit have multiple themes
or when the unit comprises fables
or allegories,
which always have a very clear
lesson or moral. It could also
work for texts related
to conceptual knowledge or
current issues.
Examples: A unit on homelessness
, a unit on overcoming personal
challenges,
a unit on Aesop’s Fables
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This text
should build
on texts no. 1
and no. 2
This text
should be
the most
complex

Objective: Close
Reading: R1

Read closely to answer
text-dependent
questions

Objective: Close
Reading: R1

Read closely to answer
text-dependent
questions

Objective: Close
Reading

26

Objective:

Objective:
After Close
Reading Tasks

Objective:

Read closely to answer
text-dependent
questions

Culminating
Discussion

Launch your unit with a unit preview
as well as a kickoff lesson based on
the provided nonﬁction article

Objective:
After Close
Reading Tasks

Objective:

Objective:
After Close
Reading Tasks

Objective: Close
Reading: R1

Read closely to answer
text-dependent
questions

Respond orally to
textto-text connectio
ns for
studying this topic
(See
Questions for End-of-U
nit
Discussion Integratin
g all
Texts)

See Unit Preview
Questions and
Discussion Points:
Questions based
on
the unit focus and
inquiry question;
introduce the four
anchor texts

Content
Assessment

Students
complete
the content
assessment task
integrating all
texts in this study

Objective:

Objective:

Objective:

Objective:

Objective:

Objective:

Read and discuss
the short selection
_______________;
create some
discussion
questions for this
purpose

Objective:

Objective:

Objective:

Objective:

StandardsBased

Assessment

Students
complete the
standards-based
assessment task
using cold reads
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Revisit the text for standards-based
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•• Literary nonfiction: a story that
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Collaborative Oral Task

Reading
accurate information
Units for Closer
Lessons and

|

Ready-to-Go

g Tools Galore

Plannin
Resources and

•• With a partner or small group,
discuss why Amelia was willing to
take this huge risk to fly across the
Be sure to tie this to the central
Atlantic.
idea of the text

Follow-Up Lessons: Digging
Follow-up lessons can be taught

Day
2

Content for Whole-Class Lessons

Close reading

Complete the close reading of this

R1
3

Deeper Through Rereading

in a different order.

Focus Standard

Close reading
follow-up
discussion
including an
emphasis on theme

and Guided Student Practice

text.

As a whole class or in small groups,
identify the important words to talk
about this
text, talk about the theme, create
a gist statement, and briefly discuss
the genre
(personal narrative). Then, ask students
to work in pairs to respond to the
question
for the Collaborative Oral Task (page
000).

SL1; R2

8

4

Author’s word
choice

Identify the author’s crafts on p.
10: sentence with a single word,
very short
sentences, metaphors, strong verbs,
personification, surprising adjectives,
all capital
letters, imagery.

R4

Identify the author’s crafts on p.
17: sentences that begin with the
same word,
repeated words, short sentences,
dashes.

5

Informational
writing

Write a paragraph in the style of
Robert Burleigh, describing Amelia’s
scariest
moment on this flight. Use some
of the crafts discussed during the
Day 4 lesson.

W2
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Name: ______________________________________
__________________________________________
Date: _______________________
Task: ______________________________
_____________________________________________
_______________________

2
Exemplary
Problem/
question/issue

Openness

Clearly articulates the essential
problem represented by all
texts; sees beneath the surface
Willingly examines multiple
points of view from multiple
texts with fair-mindedness and
empathy

Key concepts

1
Satisfactory
Identifies the core problem,
but thinking is quite basic
without many insights

0
Unsatisfactory
Does not recognize the
core problem in any text

Identifies all of the key concepts Go Resources and Planning Tools Galore this book.
lessonsandunits
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Synthesis of
multiple texts

Elaboration

Inferences

Implications and
next steps

multiple texts that shows
solid understanding of how
information fits together
Provides full elaboration of key
concepts with the most useful
details from multiple texts

Makes thoughtful, relevant,
and insightful inferences
incorporating all texts
Recognizes logical implications;
predicts consequences based
on solid inferential thinking from
multiple texts; predicts possible
next steps

a

Integration of information
Information is not
is generally sufficient
adequately303
synthesized; it
Story
though some
End of the is
Theinformation
may be added randomly or
misplaced
tacked on to the end
Provides adequate
Elaboration is inadequate;
elaboration from multiple
too general
texts but could be more
specific in some cases
Inferences are relevant but
Is not able to infer from
lack depth of thinking and
any text, or inferences are
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